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SPILL PLAN FOR KONS SEPTIC, LLC

1. If possible stop spill from getting any bigger before you do anything.

2. If spill is less than fifty gallons immediately clean up spill and disinfect with bleach.

3. If spill is greater than fifty gallons immediately radio back to dispatcher your location and all circumstances around spill. (Such as stream, ditch, and highway.)

4. If spill is greater than fifty gallons radio for back-up trucks to help clean up spill, vacuuming all liquid and debris from area.

5. If trucks from our company are not available call Quality Removal at 677-4817.

6. Do not leave spill site until more help arrives or site is restored and rendered harmless to any humans and animals. (Keep bystanders away.)

7. Contact County Health Department and Department of Natural Resources as soon as possible no later than twenty-four hours.

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS

Waukesha County – 414-896-8300
Washington County – 262-335-4445
Ozaukee County – 262-284-8313
Department of Natural Resources – Emily James – 414-263-8635
Experiences From Alan Kaddatz
• PEOPLE ACCEPT FARM TRACTORS & EQUIPMENT
• PAST PERFORMANCE
• TRY TO BE AS NEAT AS POSSIBLE
• NOTE HOSE STAND
• IF WASTE IS SPILLED VAC IT UP
• COVER UP WITH A SHOVEL ETC
• TRUCK TRAFFIC ALWAYS A CONCERN
• TRUCKS ENTERING & EXITING SIGNS WHEN EXTREMELY BUSY
HELLO, WE WILL BE APPLYING BIO-SOLIDS FROM THE CITY OF BURLINGTON WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT ON THE FIELD ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE GRAVEL ROAD WHERE WINTER WHEAT WAS TAKEN OFF. THERE WILL BE SOME TRUCK TRAFFIC FOR US TO ACCESS THE FIELD.

WE WILL DO OUR BEST TO BE IN AND OUT IN A SHORT FEW DAY STRETCH.

THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES APPROVED SITE NUMBER IS #47954

IF YOU HAVE ANY CONCERNS PLEASE CONTACT ANY ONE OF US:

ALAN KADDATZ @ PATS SERVICES 262-949-2409

DON HEFTY @ BURLINGTON 262-806-1686

DUSTY HENNINGFELD 262-745-3050

THANKS VERY MUCH
• QUESTIONS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE END

• THANKS FOR LISTENING

• ALAN KADDAZT

• DAVE KONS